
Full of Beans Letterbox

Park near to Full of Beans Café on the corner of Pittsburgh and S. 2nd Street in 
Milwaukee. If you like, stop in the coffee shop to borrow a clip board and pencil before 
heading out. You’ll need to jot some things down as you walk. You’ll also need a 
compass.


You can’t make coffee without water, so we’re going to learn a bit about Milwaukee 
water on our Letterboxing journey. 


Head toward the blue “b” on Freshwater Way. Continue on to read about Milwaukee’s 
Water Technology District. Here we learn that the catalyst for redevelopment of the 
Reed Street Yards and the creation of Milwaukee’s Water Technology District was the 
[ A ].  


Continue on to read about Milwaukee’s Water Cluster. Learn that Milwaukee is located 
on the shores of Lake Michigan at the [ B ] of three rivers. As you consider the 
geography of Wisconsin, head on over to the Great Lakes and stand on Door County. 
From here take a compass reading of 10 degrees. Head in that direction past the 
aeration zone, sedimentation zone and delta plaza.


Did you know Milwaukee has a Liquid Network? The watershed rivers are the 
Milwaukee, Kinnickinnic and Menomonee. They all flow into Lake Michigan and are 
responsible for accumulating and transporting all of the precipitation that falls in the 
Greater Milwaukee area.


As you continue walking, you’ll notice there are many types of Urban Wildlife along 
Milwaukee’s waterways. Reed Street Yards hosts numerous migratory bird species, 
including the Wood Duck, also known as [ C ]. Ducks float, as do boats, but today we 
will stay on the dry path that goes around the boats. 


Attention anglers! According to the rulers you’ll notice on your walk, the Wisconsin 
Record Fish that weighed 3 lb. 4 oz. was the [ D ]. And the [ E ] came in at a whopping 
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69 lb. 11oz. As you come to the end of the railing, you come to the end of our clues. 
Head back to Full of Beans Café to decode your phrase and stamp in.


WRITE YOUR ANSWERS TO A, B, C, D & E IN THIS TABLE:


 

Say this clue phrase to the barista at Full of Beans Café!
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